Biological low-dose radiation effects.
It is theorized that biological responses to ionizing radiation in the low dose range are determined according to a doubly dichotomous pattern. Energy depositions fall into 2 categories: events at thermal energy levels where they may be experienced by cells as rates even at background exposure conditions, and events at energy levels of the order of 10-100 eV where damage to DNA may be caused. Variations in background exposure intensity may or may not lead preemptively to changes in the cell's capacity for response to radiation damage. High-level energy depositions lead post hoc to an initial stabilizing reaction largely leading to the fixation of the initial DNA damage, and to a subsequent restorative or palliative repair process. This model entails reinterpretation of some experimental results. The model has implications for the relationship between scientific analysis of low-dose effects and the regulatory needs for simplicity and homogeneity in risk evaluation. This represents a new challenge for the acceptability of radiation protection norms.